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AN OPPORTUNITY THAT SHOULD NOT BE MISSED: APPLYING CHINESE POLICY THAT PROMOTES EFFICIENT AIR CONDITIONING TO COUNTRIES THAT NEED IT

by Xiaopu SUN, Houfu YAN, Shekun WANG, Tad FERRIS*

Do not impose on others what you yourself do not desire.(己所不欲，勿施于人)

—— Confucius
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the world warms, the growing use of air conditioners (“ACs”) and other cooling equipment becomes essential for human comfort and public health. In addition, cooling-equipment energy and refrigerant consumption also presents tremendous climate-mitigation opportunities. The most efficient ways to capture much of the climate benefit lie in the hands of a small number of AC-manufacturing and exporting countries, including China, which manufactures over 80% of global room ACs with a large amount of this cooling equipment destined for export. This article highlights one of China’s policies, the “Same Line, Same Standard and Same Quality” policy (“Same-Line Policy” or “Policy”), intended to support economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic and address the export challenges that have negatively affected Chinese industries and products on the global market. Through the Policy, the Chinese government encourages manufacturers of consumer and industrial products to sell products within China that were produced for markets outside China according to standards exceeding those for products produced for the Chinese market. The Policy, and the associated information and business-platforms that the government established to ensure policy success, aim to improve the domestic economic situation through consumption of products previously destined for export markets but which are not being sold because of the economic downturn during the pandemic. Policies like these, representing a course of action that China’s leadership endorses, can drive changes in Chinese law, including changes that address loopholes in the law that allow environmentally harmful activities to continue. The Same-Line Policy provides an opportunity for global climate-mitigation, public health, and other benefits that should not be missed.

In this article, Section II provides background on how China’s cooling industry situation presents a unique opportunity for climate change mitigation. Section III details a new climate strategy which applies the Same-Line Policy to cooling equipment, such as ACs (including energy-consuming AC components) exported by Chinese companies. In particular, the strategy will raise the efficiency of exported ACs to at least meet China’s minimum energy efficiency standards, particularly the products destined for importing countries that either lack any minimum energy performance standards for such products or have minimum energy performance standards which are lower than those applied to such products in China. Section IV explains how this strategy fits into China’s broader policy priorities such as development of a green “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI) and promotion of “Made in China 2025.” The adoption of this strategy would eventually aid the AC industry in overcoming global trade barriers and advance its technical innovation. Section V identifies legal and policy options that would enable China’s application of its Same-Line Policy to AC exports. Section VI concludes with a set of key takeaways for policymakers and stakeholders.

II. COOLING INDUSTRY, CLIMATE CHANGE, AND CHINA’S UNIQUE ROLE

1. THE COOLING INDUSTRY PRESENTS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR CLIMATE CHANGE MITIGATION

Cooling equipment contributes to climate change both directly from high-global-warming-potential (GWP) refrigerants and indirectly from the emissions associated with generating electricity to power ACs and refrigerators in buildings and transport. Coordinated international action on energy-efficient and climate-friendly cooling could avoid as much as 460 billion tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions – roughly equal to eight years of global emissions at 2018 levels – over the next four decades. Worldwide, doubling the energy efficiency of ACs could save up to 2.9 trillion USD by 2050 in reduced electricity generation, transmission, and distribution costs alone. Action on AC energy efficiency would bring many other benefits, such as increased access to life-saving cooling, improved air quality, and reduced food loss and waste.

Product energy efficiency programs, including minimum energy performance standards and labeling requirements, are the primary national policies governing energy efficiency levels for ACs sold on a country’s market. Over ninety countries and regions around the world have implemented such energy efficiency policies, including China. However, a significant number of countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean still lack any form of energy efficiency requirements. These countries are significant Chinese export markets. Efforts to raise the minimum energy performance standards for ACs can reduce CO₂ emissions by forty-nine billion tonnes over 2020-2050 globally. China’s latest room AC minimum energy performance standards went into effect as of July 1, 2020. China’s Green and High-Efficiency Cooling Action Plan provides the target of thirty percent improvement that calls for action to further raise these standards. China accepted the Kigali Amendment to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer on June 17, 2021. The hydrofluorocarbon phasedown required under the Kigali Amendment also provides the opportunity for simultaneous refrigerant transition and cooling efficiency improvement.

2. CHINA’S UNIQUE ROLE IN THE COOLING INDUSTRY AND ITS RESPONSE TO MARKET CHALLENGES FROM THE PANDEMIC

China has a unique role to play in the cooling sector as the world’s largest producer, consumer, and exporter of room ACs. In 2019, China’s room AC production reached 218.662 million units. China exported more than fifty million room ACs per year during 2017-2019. In 2019, room ACs exported by China’s Midea Group alone exceeded twenty million units. Gree, another major Chinese cooling equipment manufacturer, exported over ten million AC units in 2019. However, the overseas popularity of Chinese AC brands does not match its huge export volume. Sixty-eight percent of ACs exported by Chinese manufacturers are not labeled
as Chinese brands.\textsuperscript{19} This has been a long-lasting model for Chinese manufacturers to quickly expand profits from exported products. However, this approach inevitably sacrificed opportunities to build positive awareness of Chinese brands on the global market.\textsuperscript{20} With this backdrop in mind, China’s cooling industry has gradually realized that it is critical for its global competitiveness to focus on the strength of the brand and quality of the products.\textsuperscript{21}

The global pandemic in 2020 has presented additional challenges to Chinese manufacturers in both their home and export markets. In response, these manufacturers are resorting to various policy strategies, including promoting sales of products within China that were produced for markets outside China with standards exceeding those of products produced for the Chinese market, consistent with China’s Same-Line Policy.\textsuperscript{22}

**III. China’s Same-Line Policy Can Assist the Global Promotion of Efficient and Climate-Friendly ACs**

The Same-Line Policy refers to a Chinese government-endorsed course of action whereby exporting companies produce products for the export and domestic markets on the same production line in accordance with the same standards, so that the products supplied to the domestic market and the products exported to the markets overseas are of the same quality level.\textsuperscript{23}

Companies that want to provide “Same-Line Policy” products on the domestic market have to meet three requirements:

1. the company must obtain qualification for export registration and actually export products;
2. the company must self-declare that the products sold on the domestic market are in compliance with the Same-Line Policy; and
3. the company producing the products must obtain, if food safety is relevant to the exported goods, hazard analysis and critical control point (HACCP) certification.\textsuperscript{24}

The Same-Line Policy initially focused on goods deemed essential for daily consumption, such as food and agricultural products.\textsuperscript{25} The Policy was gradually expanded to include a much broader scope of general consumer goods and industrial products, in order to minimize the impact of the pandemic on Chinese exporting companies.\textsuperscript{26}

The Same-Line Policy follows a long history of product standard development in China. Because China’s product quality standards for domestic products were for the most part lower than the standards of many developed countries, the quality of exported products is often better than those products marketed and sold for domestic consumption.\textsuperscript{27} As a result, more and more Chinese consumers prefer to purchase from the foreign markets, believing that they are obtaining higher-quality products.\textsuperscript{28} In an effort to meet this preference, the Same-Line Policy was proposed to apply in situations where the Chinese standards for particular products are lower than foreign standards for such products. The Chinese government promoted the Policy to boost purchases by Chinese consumers of Chinese-manufactured products that were produced according to higher export-market standards. Implementation of the Policy by government and companies is intended to improve the product quality for Chinese consumers, and meet and improve China’s domestic mid-to-high-end market demand. Additionally, the Policy aims to motivate Chinese enterprises to improve their product and service quality, fully endorse international standards, and unify domestic- and export-market management models to improve industrial innovation and competitiveness.

In circumstances where standards applicable to particular Chinese products exceed requirements imposed under export-market standards for similar products, application of the Same-Line Policy implies that the exported products must comply with the Chinese standards.\textsuperscript{29} The AC sector provides an example of such a situation. In July 2020, China began to formally implement its newly amended room AC minimum energy performance standards as part of China’s response to climate change.\textsuperscript{30} China has raised or will further raise the minimum performance standards to internationally leading levels in the following situations:

1. The minimum energy performance for variable-speed room ACs is now comparable to the minimum energy performance standards in the EU and the US.\textsuperscript{31}
2. The top level of energy performance for fixed-speed and variable-speed room ACs is among the highest in the world, with requirements higher than those of Energy Efficiency Top Runner in Japan and ENERGY STAR in the US.\textsuperscript{32}
3. China is also in the process of updating its minimum energy performance standards for multi-connected ACs.\textsuperscript{33}

Even before the 2020 amendment of China’s minimum energy performance standards for variable- and fixed-speed room ACs, the standards were already higher than those in many other developing countries such as India, Brazil, Thailand, Viet Nam, and Argentina.\textsuperscript{34} Moreover, approximately 23% of all Chinese AC exports go to countries with no minimum energy performance standards.\textsuperscript{35} Yet, through official interpretations of China’s Standardization Law as the Law currently applies to exports, China’s minimum energy performance standards mandatorily apply only to ACs produced, sold, imported, or supplied in China, not to AC exports.\textsuperscript{36} Exported ACs are only required to be in line with the laws and regulations (including, for instance, the minimum energy performance standards) of the importing country and the terms of the contract for the sale or export of the goods.\textsuperscript{37}

This situation has enabled Chinese companies to export ACs with energy efficiency and other specifications that do not conform to standards in effect for the same ACs in China. For example, a recent market analysis of ten African countries showed that room ACs with energy efficiency ratios less than 3.0 W/W make up 35% of the overall room AC sales in the report’s ten focus countries, which represent 96% of Africa’s room AC market.\textsuperscript{38} At least 50% of these units are imported in whole or in part from China, followed by Korea (3.9%), the US (3.2%) and Japan (1.7%).\textsuperscript{39} These exported room ACs and components fall
below minimum product energy efficiency or other requirements and are therefore prohibited from import and/or sale in many of the major AC manufacturing and exporting countries, including China, Korea, Japan, and the US.\textsuperscript{41}

Low-efficiency ACs undoubtedly undermine efforts by China and the countries importing Chinese products to combat climate change.\textsuperscript{42} Such products are “energy vampires” that needlessly draw energy resources better applied to other critical activities during the pandemic and indirectly contribute to air pollution by increasing demand on power facilities.\textsuperscript{43} In addition, the “race to the bottom,” wherein export strategy is focused on capturing and retaining market share by selling the lowest cost and least efficient, most polluting and climate-harming products, is a short-sighted approach for longer-term economic development, innovation, and employment, including for recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. This is also inconsistent with China’s green development strategy, even during this time of continued economic recovery.\textsuperscript{44} It is particularly important that China seizes the opportunity to prevent such exports, elevating the Chinese AC industry to contribute to the vision of “a community with a shared future for mankind,” as described by Chinese President Xi Jinping.\textsuperscript{45}

To seize this opportunity, China should consider expanding the application of the Same-Line Policy to ACs that are sold into export markets with minimum energy performance standards that are lower than China’s or that have not promulgated such standards. In other words, China should export ACs that meet Chinese minimum energy performance standards in situations where the export market has lower or no such standards.

\textbf{IV. Applying the Same-Line Policy to Exported ACs Is in China’s and the World’s Interests}

There are clear benefits to China and the world in applying the Same-Line Policy to exported ACs. This section describes three key advantages.

1. \textbf{The Same-Line Policy Makes China’s Green Development and Developing-Country Policy Priorities More Effective}

Exporting low-efficiency products transfers climate-damaging emissions,\textsuperscript{46} including air pollution linked to higher COVID-19 death rates, to other countries.\textsuperscript{47} Chinese government policy priorities, such as promoting the green BRI and South-South cooperation on climate change, reflect the country’s willingness to work with other countries, especially developing countries, to achieve the goals of sustainable development and climate safety. The application of the Same-Line Policy to these initiatives would help make these initiatives more effective, as described below. It would also be a timely move to help realize a post-pandemic green recovery in BRI countries that minimizes climate-damaging emissions.

\textbf{A. Green BRI and BRI Green Cooling Policies}

The BRI is a China-initiated platform to promote international collaboration in the key areas of “policy coordination, connectivity of infrastructure and facilities, unimpeded trade, financial integration, and closer people-to-people ties.”\textsuperscript{48} The BRI Green Development International Alliance was proposed by President Xi Jinping during the first BRI Forum for International Cooperation in 2017.\textsuperscript{49} He emphasized in his keynote speech at this BRI Forum that “[w]e must practice the new concept of green development, advocate green, low-carbon, circular, and sustainable production and lifestyles, strengthen cooperation in ecological and environmental protection, build ecological civilization, and jointly achieve the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals.”\textsuperscript{50}

In 2019, China’s National Development and Reform Commission launched the BRI Green Cooling Initiative during the Second BRI Forum for International Cooperation, together with United Nations Industrial Development Organization, the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific, and Energy Foundation China.\textsuperscript{51} The Initiative calls for countries, industries and international organizations to join together to “promote collaboration among BRI countries on policy, technology and market transformation, and improve energy efficiency for the sustained development of the cooling industry.”\textsuperscript{52} Initiative activities include: construction of platforms for policy dialogue and information exchange; capacity building, exchange, and cooperation on energy efficiency policies and standards; innovation in green cooling business models; and technology innovation and exchange.\textsuperscript{53} Cooling industry associations from China, the US, Japan, Brazil, and Europe, as well as the China National Institute of Standardization, Chinese AC manufacturers Gree, Haier, Midea, Aux, TCL, and the Chinese e-commerce platform JD.com joined the Initiative.\textsuperscript{54}

The BRI Green Cooling Initiative establishes a ready-for-deployment platform to support the export of efficient and climate-friendly ACs to BRI countries. This is in line with the Initiative’s vision of promoting collaboration among BRI countries to improve cooling efficiency as the world warms from climate change.\textsuperscript{55} Particularly, as discussed earlier in this article, many countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean still have not implemented any form of energy performance standard and therefore enable import of inefficient products that would be prohibited in their countries of manufacture.\textsuperscript{56} Many of the countries in these regions participate in the BRI.\textsuperscript{57} Further, many of these countries constitute significant AC product export markets for China.\textsuperscript{58} The BRI Green Cooling Initiative presents the Chinese government with a clear opportunity for such transformative leadership if it were to apply Same-Line Policy to ACs that are exported to the BRI countries. This could be the next ground-breaking step to help realize post-pandemic green recovery of these countries.

\textbf{B. South-South Climate-Change Cooperation Policies}

The export of efficient and climate-friendly ACs to developing countries that have lower or no minimum energy performance standards is also consistent with China’s broader support for cooperation in resources, technology, and knowledge
on climate-change solutions among developing countries (i.e., “South-South climate-change cooperation”).

During the period spanning 2011 to 2019, the Chinese government allocated about one billion yuan (around one hundred and fifty-five million USD) for South-South climate-change cooperation activities. In 2015, China provided a grant of six million USD to the UN Secretary-General’s Office for work on South-South climate-change cooperation. The same year, President Xi Jinping announced the establishment of the China South-South Climate Cooperation Fund of twenty billion yuan (around three billion USD).

China’s South-South climate cooperation activities include: donating climate adaptation and mitigation goods, such as efficient products, to small island countries, least developed countries, and African countries, many of which are also BRI countries; and organizing climate change training seminars for officials and technicians from other developing countries.

Many efficient and environment-friendly products, including energy-efficient ACs, LED lamps, solar photovoltaic power generation systems, solar street lamps, and electric vehicles, were donated to developing countries. During his speech at the opening ceremony of the Paris climate summit in 2015, President Xi Jinping also announced the launch of South-South cooperation projects to “set up 10 pilot low-carbon industrial parks and start 100 mitigation and adaptation programs in other developing countries, as well as to provide 1,000 training opportunities on climate change.”

Going beyond donations, an official policy mandating the export of efficient ACs to other developing countries would be consistent with China’s broader support for South-South climate-change cooperation. Evidence that Chinese manufacturers are exporting inefficient ACs to developing countries contradicts China’s promotion of the green BRI and Green Cooling Initiatives and also undermines the benefits of the Chinese government’s donation of efficient ACs to countries as part of its South-South climate-change cooperation. It also further underscores the need for consistent and climate-friendly policies in China’s international relations.

To address these contradictions, the Chinese government should incorporate the Same-Line Policy into its South-South climate-change cooperation projects, including the construction of pilot low-carbon industrial parks and the implementation of climate mitigation and adaption programs. Such actions will also strengthen the climate integrity of such projects.

2. THE SAME-LINE POLICY REFLECTS A STRATEGIC MOVE TO ACCELERATE INDUSTRY TRANSITION AND ACHIEVE MADE-IN-CHINA 2025 TARGETS

“Made-in-China” products have long been stereotyped for various reasons as inexpensive but low-quality goods enabled through low labor-cost and supply-chain advantages. Made in China 2025 is a strategic plan issued by the Chinese government in 2015, aiming to comprehensively upgrade Chinese industry, and transition Chinese manufacturing to become innovation-driven, emphasize quality over quantity, achieve green development, optimize the structure of Chinese industry, and nurture human talent.

Made in China 2025 highlights, among other things, the concept of green development and green manufacturing. To realize this policy, the Chinese government should engage Chinese companies with the understanding that the following corporate actions are critical in helping the government realize Made-in-China 2025’s goals:

a. Develop efficient and environment-friendly products to build a green supply chain through incorporation of energy-saving and environmental protection factors into product design, procurement, production, packaging, logistics, sales, service, recycling and reuse processes;

b. Take enterprise social responsibility seriously, including environmental protection, energy conservation, and emissions reduction; and

c. Implement enterprise green strategies, green standards, green management, and green production.

Export of inefficient products, including ACs, represents a fundamental deviation from the Made-in-China 2025 targets. These targets include transitioning companies to innovators of quality products and brands. To put this transformation in Chinese terms, the targets aim at transforming industry members “from made in China to invented in China, from Chinese speed to Chinese quality, [and] from Chinese products to Chinese brands.” In order to fulfill the task of evolving Chinese manufacturing from its current focus on large output to a focus on high product quality, one important strategic move is to stop producing and selling products—including those destined for export—that do not conform to China’s minimum product standards, including energy performance standards. This would demonstrate that the Chinese government is determined to achieve Made-in-China 2025 targets and would motivate Chinese industry to more quickly become a global market leader on technology innovation and high-quality products.

3. THE SAME-LINE POLICY HELPS CONTROL BUSINESS RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH AC EXPORTS

Applying the Same-Line Policy to exported ACs would also reduce risks associated with regulatory changes among global trade partners. Such risks include when the country importing ACs from China adopts or raises its minimum energy performance standards making import of low-efficiency ACs illegal and subject to rejection, seizure, destruction, and/or the focus of local, national, or international criticism. A growing number of export-market governments purchasing goods from China, as well as leading Chinese manufacturers, are learning and understanding the environmental and climate significance of cooling efficiency. These export-market governments are also increasingly demanding efficient ACs for their markets, in many cases with technical and policy assistance from multilateral treaty secretariats and multilateral initiatives, including the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer; the
United Nations Environment Programme’s Cool Coalition, and United for Efficiency (U4E) Model Regulation initiatives.

Therefore, the business risks associated with the export of ACs the performance of which falls below China’s minimum energy efficiency standards are significant and are expected to grow swiftly. For AC exports that fall below China’s minimum energy performance standards, these ACs would be prohibited from being sold within China or being diverted (if they are returned) to other countries or regions with higher standards. The cost and expenses may have to be fully born by the Chinese manufacturers or companies across their value chain under these circumstances. Producing ACs that do not conform to Chinese minimum product performance standards limits options for Chinese companies pursuing such production as a response to the economic crisis arising from the pandemic. Avoidance of such global trade risks is a key reason why the Chinese government issued the Implementation Opinions on Supporting the Sale of Export Products on Domestic Market. This policy document encourages Chinese enterprises to produce products consistent with the Same-Line Policy, so that the enterprises can flexibly transfer these products between domestic sales and foreign exports in response to crises in China’s domestic or international markets.

Considering the Chinese AC industry’s dominant role in the global cooling equipment trade, implementation of the Same-Line Policy is a necessary measure for controlling the business risk they may encounter sooner or later, in their export markets.

**V. Legal and Policy Recommendations to Realize the Benefits of Applying the Same-Line Policy to Exported Cooling Equipment**

There are, in general, two categories of strategies to promote law and policy implementation of the Same-Line Policy with respect to exported ACs: (1) Chinese government and corporate commitments to stop producing and exporting ACs with energy efficiency performance that does not meet China’s own minimum energy performance standards; and (2) importing-country adoption or strengthening of policy tools such as minimum energy performance standards, where none or lower standards exist, and associated import restrictions aimed at prohibiting imports of inefficient ACs.

Considering the two categories of strategies listed above, it is more straightforward for China to stop producing and exporting ACs that do not conform to China’s own energy efficiency standards. Such a policy would also prevent companies from the “race to the bottom” for market share, where companies might flood the markets with low cost and inefficient products that create a “market for lemons” and undercut the ability to sell higher-efficiency and better-quality products.

The following law and policy actions would help realize the benefits of China applying the Same-Line Policy to exported ACs.

1. **Incorporate the Same-Line Policy into the Green Development of BRI and South-South Climate-Change Cooperation**

   In the near-term, an effective policy tool that can be rapidly deployed is to incorporate the Same-Line Policy into the green development of the BRI (including the BRI Green Cooling Initiative) and the South-South climate-change cooperation. The Chinese government can promote the export of ACs above Chinese minimum energy performance standards to countries with minimum energy performance standards lower than China’s or no existing minimum energy performance standards through mechanisms such as green procurement for the BRI projects. Implementation of this strategy can be demonstrated through the following actions:

   a. Prohibit the procurement and installation of ACs that do not conform to the Same-Line Policy in BRI projects and South-South climate-change cooperation projects;
   b. Prioritize the procurement and installation of efficient ACs according to China’s energy efficiency standards in BRI projects and South-South climate-change cooperation projects;
   c. Incorporate the Same-Line Policy into funding allocation processes and decisions under the Silk Road Fund and China South-South Climate Cooperation Fund;
   d. Utilize the BRI Green Cooling Initiative to facilitate and encourage Chinese AC company participation in BRI countries’ government green procurement programs and private buyers clubs for efficient ACs; and
   e. Deploy the BRI and South-South climate-change cooperation platforms to assist with capacity building and information sharing on policies and mechanisms for government/public and company/private green procurement with AC importing countries, including support for adoption of U4E Model Regulations.

2. **Amend Chinese Statutes to Prohibit Production and Export of ACs That Do Not Conform to China Minimum Energy Performance Standards**

   In the longer term, we propose that the Chinese government amend the relevant Chinese statutes to prohibit producing and exporting ACs that do not conform to China minimum energy performance standards. This will provide the legal foundation for a mandatory regulation of the energy efficiency performance of exported products, such as ACs. A good and relevant example of export controls can be found in China’s rules governing ozone-depleting substances. Article 3 of the Regulation on Administration of Ozone Depleting Substances regulates activities including the production, sales, consumption, import and export of ozone-depleting substances in China.

   We have identified three primary options for amendment of Chinese law governing the energy efficiency performance of exported products:

   Option 1: revise Article 26 of the Standardization Law, which provides that “[t]echnical requirements for exported
products and services shall be implemented in accordance with the contract provisions [therefore].” We propose to add one paragraph to Article 26 providing that “in cases where the uses of the exported products may cause significant environmental impacts, the technical requirements agreed in the export contracts shall not be lower than China’s minimum environmental and energy performance standards. The list of products that may cause significant environmental impacts shall be formulated and published by the Ministry of Ecology and Environment, together with other relevant ministries under the State Council.”

Option 2: revise Article 17 of the Energy Conservation Law, which currently provides that “[i]t is prohibited to produce, import, or sell energy-consuming products and equipment that are explicitly phased out by the government or do not meet [China’s] minimum energy performance standards.” We propose to revise this Article to add “export” as follows: [i]t is prohibited to produce, sell, import, or export energy-consuming products that are explicitly phased out by the government or do not meet [China’s] minimum energy performance standards.

Option 3: In the near term, while the longer-term statutory amendment process proceeds, we propose that the Chinese government expand the interpretation of Article 17 of the Energy Conservation Law. The current, prevailing interpretation of Article 17, described in Option 2 above, is that production of energy-consuming products and equipment means production for the domestic market only, not production of products that are destined for export. We propose to interpret the meaning of “prohibited production” as prohibited production for products that are destined for both the domestic and export markets. The legal basis for such expanded interpretation can be found in Article 9 of the Civil Code, which provides that “[c]ivil entities that are engaged in civil activities shall be conducive to resource conservation and protection of the ecological environment,” also known as the “green principle” of the Civil Code.

3. ACCELERATE INDUSTRY TRANSITION THROUGH GOVERNMENT POLICY AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT

The Chinese government should also explore channels for government policy and financial support, in addition to the mechanisms under the BRI and South-South climate-change cooperation, that would provide greater confidence to industry and overcome potential short-term cost increases involved in applying the Same-Line Policy to exported ACs.

In support of this recommendation, we note that the Chinese government has implemented various incentive mechanisms to promote the sale of efficient and environment-friendly products or services in its domestic market. Article 21 of China’s Environmental Protection Law stipulates that “[t]he state adopts various fiscal, taxation, pricing, and government procurement policies and measures to encourage and support the development of environmental protection industries to [promote] environmental protection technology and equipment, [advance] comprehensive utilization of resources, and [provide] environmental services.”

China has a history of promoting sales of energy efficient products, including through subsidies. From June 2009 to May 2011, the national government of China spent 14.6 billion RMB (2.25 billion USD) in subsidies for energy efficient ACs. Data from the Chinese Ministry of Finance showed that the market share of energy efficient ACs increased from 5% to more than 70% during this time period. The subsidy policy successfully promoted the sale of fifty million AC units, which contributed to annual electricity saving of about ten billion kWh. In 2012, another round of subsidies was launched with a larger budget of 26.5 billion RMB (4.2 billion USD) for a number of electronic appliances including ACs. In 2014, China announced subsidies for ACs using propane (“R290”) as a refrigerant including those exported to developing countries.

There is a key lesson to be learned from the 2012 subsidy program. The program supported an energy-efficiency level that already represented a large share of the market. Therefore, it encouraged inefficient technologies and failed to maximize the energy efficiency improvement potential from the provided subsidies. Further, while a well-designed subsidy program remains a key government tool for incentivizing consumer spending and improving energy efficiency in China, the application of such support to exported products is subject to limitations, including requirements imposed on China as a member of the World Trade Organization.

The Chinese government would nonetheless be remiss in its efforts to promote industry export of ACs meeting at least China’s minimum energy efficiency standards if it did not also consider a wide range of financial tools to support these activities. Hence, we propose that the Chinese government also consider tax incentives or subsidies for companies that export efficient ACs to countries with lower minimum energy efficiency standards than China’s or countries with no existing energy efficiency standards for such products. Of course, to help ensure that the incentives are consistent with international trade rules and that any incentive programs support higher-efficiency products that do not currently have a large share of the market, China would need to require a minimum set of eligibility criteria for such tax incentives or subsidies, including: the claim for tax incentive or subsidy is in compliance with the World Trade Organization (WTO) rules; and the claim is for energy efficient ACs, according to China’s AC energy efficiency standards.

VI. CONCLUSION AND TAKEAWAYS FOR POLICYMAKERS AND STAKEHOLDERS

There are five key takeaways for policymakers and stakeholders seeking to respond to the global market challenges against the backdrop of the pandemic and the climate emergencies that are threatening future generations.

1. The increase of global cooling demand comes with a new climate mitigation opportunity to promote efficient and climate-friendly cooling.

2. China is well positioned, through its dominant position in the AC industry, to lead on realization of this opportunity through applying China’s Same-Line Policy
to ACs exported to countries with lower or no existing minimum energy performance standards for such products.

3. The development of green BRI and South-South climate-change cooperation can be improved by applying China’s Same-Line Policy to ACs exported to BRI countries with lower or no minimum energy performance standards, and by incorporating the Same-Line Policy into China’s South-South climate-change cooperation projects.

4. China can reinforce the goals of the Made-in-China 2025 strategy by amending and/or interpreting its statutes to stop exports of ACs that do not conform to minimum Chinese energy performance standards for such products.

5. Chinese companies can demonstrate their leadership through participation in public or private procurement of energy efficient ACs that are destined for countries with no minimum energy performance standards or minimum energy performance standards lower than China for such products.

Given these takeaways, it is recommended that the Chinese government act quickly to seize this opportunity that should not be missed to capture the climate mitigation, public health, and industry upgrade benefits of its AC exports.
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